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It was said that Aphrodite rose up out of the foaming sea, fully-grown and in full-bloom
beauty, a radiance unlike anything the world had seen before. The ocean was her

Mother and the semen of the castrated genitals of Uranus that landed in the sea - her
father. This was said to happen off of the coast of Cypress Island in Ancient Greece.

 
She is known as the Goddess of Love. It was said that all were enamoured by

her physical beauty. Although Aphrodite was married, she was polyamorous, with
both mortal and immortal lovers alike. She was Mother to many children, one of the

most famous being Eros - the child who supported her in her mission of love by
shooting the arrow of love to cast like a spell. 

 
Her only role was to love. There was nothing that she was meant to do or become, for

in her be-ing-ness she radiated an absolutely magnetic frequency that pierced the
heart of all of those who came near her.

 

Aphrodite
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 She represented a sensuous beauty that experienced the essence of love
through the erotic experience of being embodied in humxn form.

 
Depending on the tale, other Goddesses were either jealous of her for seducing

their husbands, or they did not care, because they were enamoured by her
embodiment of love too. In some tales, it seemed that she was above the law,

as all cases against her seemed to be acquitted with no recourse.
 

Aphrodite was appropriated by the Roman Goddess, Venus, and in this
transformation - she began to take on the role of sexuality too. Each Goddess
can be see as one in the same with a slightly different mythology. In fact, all of
the different Goddesses of Love throughout history in different cultures can be
seen in the story of Aphrodite in some way - in that they embodied the same

core essence and served the same role.
 

There were said to be Priestesses of Aphrodite who were sacred prostitutes in
the temples of Ancient Greece. They were the vehicle to the Goddess for those

who made love to them. 
 

Aphrodite is on this journey to remind you that your greatest wealth is
unconditional love . Aphrodite longs to help you heal the spaces within that feel
as if they are not enough, the spaces that strive for perfection and validation.

She will help you to feel that what you are seeking is you – and that when YOU
acknowledge all that you have done and all that you are that you will feel the
underlying Love that makes up every cell of your being. She knows that when
you see yourself as Unconditional Love that you can see money and wealth as

unconditional Love, for in spiritual truth – they are an extension of you.  
 

She reminds you to get naked with yourself and to peel back any layers of
mistruths that are keeping you from the innate beauty that is fundamentally the

essence of love within you.
 



Aphrodite Speaks
 

“Your greatest wealth is love. Love is the frequency and currency that pulses through
all things. It is the viscosity that fills up any space. Our bodies are made up of mostly
space, so imagine all of the love that is naturally pulsing inside of all of those spaces
within you. Every single space that you see with your eyes, every single empty space
that you see in photos of the Universe - those spaces are filled with love. Love is truth.

Love is eternal. Love is within you and surrounding you. You are love. 
 

It is time to get naked with yourself, to strip away all of the illusions that have created
stories surroudning who you think you are, so that you can see to the essence of who

it is that you actually are. Beauty is all around. Beauty is within you. Beauty is the
essence of love. Beauty is all things that evoke the feeling of joy and gratitude.

 
 There is this illusion that you most be productive and busy in order to bring wealth to
you, that you must work hard to build the structures. But my story is the antithesis of
that. As I walked Earth, it was my be-ing-ness that drew all that I wanted and more to
me. I did not have to struggle, fight or strive for anything - all that I could ever desire
was magnetically pulled to me. My beauty was irresistible. Not because of what you

think beauty is - perfection - but because I radiated love. I pulsed with love. Every step
that I made, every action that I took, every word that I uttered - I made love with the

Universe. The Universe could not resist me, for my very presence was love. 
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You are capable of this too. When you resonant with the frequency of love inside of
you, (which is the encompassment of every single light quality compacted into one)
you become attractive to every single exerience and thing that resonates with the

frequency of love. 
 

It's time to stop the hustle, the bussy-ness, and the extraneous tasks - so that you can
slow down, step into your body, align with your essence and experience the world

through your senses. You came to Earth to experience, not to dissociate. I promise
you that it is your be-ing-ness that will bring you the greatest pleasure in your life. You

were born to be a living temple, an altar for the Goddess to adore. It's time to treat
yourself with the same tenderness, sweetness and kindness that you would offer to a

beloved. It's time to feel life pulse through you as an embodied expression of love.
You can magnetize your dreams. You can dream your Heaven on Earth into form

through your devotion to love.”
 
 


